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a) Element responses of an element under uniform load

























































































































































































































































































Figure 2. Deflections of an element subjected to symmetric triangular distributed load  
 
 






































Analytical solution: (for 0 ≤ x ≤ L/2) 
 
Fixed end supports 
 











































































































































































Figure 3. Bending moment of an element subjected to symmetric triangular load 
 
Simple supports 


























Fixed end supports 




























































































a) Mid-span deflection of simple beam under a point load
b) Deflection of beam at a load location of one-third of span

















Figure 4. A simply supported element subjected to different point loads with various 




































Figure 5. A simply supported element subjected to different point loads with various 































































































































Figure 7: Deflections along a simple supported element under uniform load subjected 

















Figure 8: Bending moment along a simple supported element under uniform load 




























































































































































































Figure 11: Bending moment along a simple supported element under point load 





























































Figure 12: Second-order bowing effect of a propped cantilever using one element 














































Figure 13: Deflections along an element under with unsymmetric boundary condition 













































Figure 14: Bending moment along an element with unsymmetric boundary condition 
























































































Present method without element load effect






















Figure 16: Comparison of different approaches on the element response 
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